
10.) When we rolled the steel ball down the ramp, how did the distance covered by the ball change as time increased?  Which set of 
graphs represents this movement?  

11.) The graph below represents an object whose position is changing according to the following function:         
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a.) Draw the line on  the graph below that has a slope equal to  the average velocity of the object from 0 m to 16 m.
b.) What is the mathematical name of this type of line? _________________ What does its slope represent?  __________________
c.) Draw two lines on the graph below representing the instantaneous velocities of the object at 0m and 16 m.  
d.) What is the mathematical name of these types of lines? ________________What do their slopes represent? _________________
e.) What is the mathematical relationship of the slopes of the line from 11a and the two lines from 11d?   (Answer in this space.) 
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12.) If k (the constant) is 4 m/s
2
 in the equation for a positive          13.) If k (the constant) is 6 m/s

3
 in the equation for a positive

“v vs. t”  graph when acceleration is constant, how much will            “x vs. t”  graph when jerk is constant, how much will 
the velocity change between the third and the fourth second?   the position change between the fourth and fifth second?
Show  your work.  Show  your work. 

14.) For the constant     draw the next                 draw the next        
acceleration arrow below                 velocity arrow and               displacement vector

at 1 sec at 1 sec       at 1 sec

at 2 sec at 2 sec       at 2 sec
         
at 3 sec at 3 sec       at 3 sec

           0    m/s/s            0   5    m/s    10      0          5           10            15     20    m
acceleration     velocity              position
  equation:  a = _______     equation:  v = ________________              equation:   x = _____________

15.) Try it again for a different acceleration:  Draw next two Δv’s Draw the next two Δx’s

at 1 sec at 1 sec       at 1 sec

at 2 sec at 2 sec       at 2 sec
         
at 3 sec at 3 sec       at 3 sec

at 4 sec at 4 sec       at 4 sec

           0    m/s/s            0   5    m/s    10      0          5           10            15     20    m
acceleration     velocity           position  16.)   What is the relationship
  equation:  a = _______     equation:  v = ________________         equation:   x = _________      between k and a in this case?


